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ABSTRACT
A new dual-actuator fatigue loading system of wind turbine blades was designed. Compared with the traditional
pendulum loading mode, the masses in this system only moved linearly along the loading direction to increase the
exciting force. However, the two actuators and the blade constituted a complicated non-linear energy transferring
system, which led to the non-synchronization of actuators. On-site test results showed that the virtual spindle
synchronous strategy commonly used in synchronous control was undesirable and caused the instability of the
blade’s amplitude eventually. A cross-coupled control strategy based on the active disturbance rejection algorithm
was proposed. Firstly, a control system model was built according to the synchronization error and tracking
error. Furthermore, based on arranging the transition process, estimating the system state and error feedback, and
compensating disturbance, an active disturbance rejection controller was designed by adopting the optimal control
function. Finally, on-site test results showed that the cross-coupled control strategy based on the active disturbance
rejection algorithm could ensure the synchronization of two actuators. The maximum speed synchronization error
of the two motors was less than 16 RPM, the displacement synchronization error of the two actuators was less than
0.25 mm and approaching zero after 4 seconds, and the peak value of vibration of the blade was less than 5 mm,
which satisfied the fatigue test requirement.
KEYWORDS
Wind turbine blades; full-scale fatigue test; synchronous control; cross-coupled control strategy; active disturbance
rejection control algorithm

1 Introduction

As the main components of wind turbines, the blades are always under long-term alternating
loads. A large number of accidents and research results show that fatigue is one of the main failure
mechanisms for blades [1,2]. So, fatigue testing of a wind turbine blade is the most effective and reliable
method to find weaknesses in a blade’s design [3,4]. At present, the existing full-scale fatigue loading
method is mainly composed of centrifugal pendulum resonance loading and hydraulic forced loading,
which is almost applied to onshore wind power blades [5–8]. Recently, with the development of offshore
wind power, the corresponding wind turbine requires to output more power and have a larger blade
size [9–11]. However, with the increase of blade size, the loading force is also needed to enlarge. In the
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pendulum resonance loading mode, only the vertical component of the centrifugal force does useful
work in fatigue loading, which lowers energy utilization. Moreover, single-actuator power limits the
loading capacity, and it is challenging to achieve the amplitude of the blade [11–13].
The fatigue loading system driven by a dual-actuator for wind turbine blades was a new type of
full-scale test method proposed in this paper to overcome the limitations of the existing methods. The
fatigue load was achieved by controlling the reciprocating linear motion of two actuators distributed
symmetrically on the spatial structure. Compared with the traditional pendulum loading method, the
masses in the loading mode only moved linearly along the loading direction. Thus, the inertia force
generated by the acceleration and deceleration could fully act on the wind turbine blade, and the energy
utilization rate was higher. As the two actuators loaded synchronously, the output power doubled and
the loading force increased significantly, which could meet the demand for the amplitude value of the
blade. However, due to the difference in the parameters of the two actuators and the effect of the load
disturbance during the test, it was difficult for the two actuators to achieve complete synchronization
in the displacement and velocity. This resulted in the magnitude of the phase difference of counterforce
produced by the two actuators, and an additional torque that affected the stability of the blade’s
amplitude at the same time except the resultant force generated in the loading direction. The additional
torque would twist the blade, and even cause damage. So the study of dual actuator synchronization on
the impact of wind power blades is significant. Many researchers have studied extensively synchronous
motor control [14–16]. In 2013, Snowberg et al. [17] conducted a dual-axis fatigue test on blades (50 m)
for the first time. Hughes et al. [18] conducted a dual-axis fatigue test on a 9-meter blade through a
universal resonant exciter, which is authorized by MTS systems. Wind technology test center (WTTC)
[19] introduced a simple simulation technology, including adding virtual mass, so that the tuning of
frequency and torque curves in one direction is independent of the other, proving the possibility of
using ground-based resonant exciter. Embry riddle the University of Aeronautics and NREL [20]
jointly proposed an innovative test method for fatigue test of wind turbine blades, called the biaxial
phase-locked resonance excitation method. Eder et al. [21] proved through experiments that, compared
with a single frequency, the randomness of the actual load history can be restored more realistically
through the combination of multiple frequencies. This new method of multi-frequency loading can
reduce the time of fatigue test by increasing the cycle content in the time process and avoiding the use
of tuned mass blocks, to meet the requirements of the most advanced fatigue test.
In this dual-actuator fatigue loading scheme, two actuator’s speeds varied sinusoidally and the
traditional synchronous control could not meet the control requirements satisfactorily. According to
[22], the cross-coupling control strategy could improve the synchronization of the system. However, the
cross-coupling control effect was not ideal because the actuators in this paper working outdoors were
under complex environmental conditions, and the load disturbance was large. Therefore, considering
the characteristics of the fatigue loading test, an active disturbance rejection control algorithm with
an estimated perturbation function was introduced into the cross-coupling control strategy to solve
the synchronous control problem. In the test site, this control system realized the synchronization of
the two actuators and proved the effectiveness of the control strategy. In addition, it should be said
that this driving system is only applicable to blades with a length of more than 60 meters. For shorter
blades, the single-actuator system can make a higher efficiency in fatigue tests.
Before the test, the loading scheme and vibration analysis were conducted in Section 2. The design
of the cross-coupling controller with control theory was done in Section 3. The design of the auto
disturbance rejection controller with feedback control theory was done in Section 4. Then the onsite test is established and implemented, and the synchronization error for evaluation was collected
through the test results, see Section 5.
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2 Vibration Analysis of Dual-Actuator Fatigue Loading System
2.1 Dual-Actuator Fatigue Loading Test Scheme
The fatigue loading equipment driven by a dual-actuator consisted of three subsystems: power
system, control system, and detection system. The root of the wind turbine blade was fixed on the
cylindrical base by the embedded bolts, and two sets of identical actuators were symmetrically mounted
on both sides of the wooden saddle fixture. Each actuator mainly included a servo motor, a ball screw
nut pair, a slider group, a set of counterweight blocks, two guide rails, and two limit switches. The
servo motor shaft was connected to the ball screw through the coupling and sliders were mounted on
the screw nut. The ball screw nut pair converted the rotational motion of the motor into the linear
motion of sliders. The counterweight block with adjustable symmetrical masses was mounted on the
slide group, and two limit switches were fixed on the upper and lower ends of the actuator, respectively.
In the fatigue test, two actuators were controlled to do the synchronous sinusoidal motion with the
natural frequency of the blade, resulting in sinusoidal exciting force. For each actuator, the zero places
of the movement were located by limit switches which prevented the over-travel displacement of slides
at the same time. The magnitude of the exciting force could be adjusted by adjusting the masses of
the counterweight block or the actuators’ amplitude. A laser range meter was used to measure the
amplitude of the blade in the loading direction and passed the data to the host computer by RS485
cable. The dual-actuator fatigue loading scheme is shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b presents the fixed model
of two actuators and Fig. 1c illustrates exploded view of one actuator.

The blade amplitude is calculated according to the literature [23]. The influence of the weight
of the global loading system on the target force is considered in the calculation. The initial control
schematic diagram of two actuators is shown in Fig. 2, where a motion control card was adopted with
a virtual spindle synchronous strategy commonly used in synchronous control. The blade displacement
collected by the laser range meter was applied to determine the amplitude of actuators by the
comparison calculation of the controller.
2.2 Experiment and Analysis
In Wind Blade Testing Center of Lianyungang Zhongfu Lianzhong Composites Group Co., Ltd.
(China), a blade LZ 5.0-62 (The power is 5 MW, and the length is 62 meters) was applied to test the
synchronous exciting performance of dual actuators. The test parameters are shown in Table 1.

The speeds of the motors and other parameters were displayed and recorded by Driver GUI
software and the displacements of the actuators were obtained through the conversion of the rotatory
angles of the motors. Fig. 3a is the overview of the whole test site. Figs. 3b and 3c are the local enlarged
pictures.
The periods of actuators were s both set to 1910 ms. At this period, the frequency equaled the
natural frequency of the blade to form the resonance condition. The amplitudes of actuators were
both set to 200 mm which was converted from the amplitude of the blade (in this paper, the period,
amplitude, and displacement of the actuator mean these parameters of the linear moving part of the
actuator).
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The speed synchronization error of the motors is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 presents the displacement
synchronization error of two actuators. To obtain the fluctuation error of the amplitude of the blade
in the resonance condition, the peak errors of the amplitude of some vibrating cycles were compared
to the set value, as shown in Fig. 6.
Dual-actuators fatigue

Blade

loading equipment

Laser range meter
Fatigue test base

(a) The dual-actuator fatigue loading scheme
Motor
Wooden saddle
fixture
Slide

Ball screw
screw

Guide rail
Blade

One actuator

(b) The dual actuators and fixed mode

Counterweight block

(c) The exploded view of one actuator

Figure 1: The scheme and structure of dual-actuator fatigue loading system

Figure 2: The initial control schematic diagram
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Table 1: Test parameters
Name

Parameter/model

Motion controller
Servo motor
Driver
Screw stroke/mm
Screw lead/mm
Laser range meter
Proximity switch
Test temperature
Test humidity

TRIO ME404
U31005F303M10Y0Kb1
KOLLMORGEN S724
600
16
Leuze ODSL 30/D485-30M-S12
CORON CSJ-E35-15APA-6
25°
50%

Dual-actuator fatigue
loading equipment
Fatigue test base

(a) Overview of the test site
Motor
Dual-actuator fatigue
loading equipment
Counterweight
block

Wooden saddle
fixture

Blade
Blade
Laser range
meter
Actuator

(b) Test block diagram

(c) The local enlarged drawing of the actuator

Figure 3: On-site test of dual-actuator fatigue loading system
In Fig. 4, it could be seen that the speed synchronization error of the motors was within ±30 RPM.
In Fig. 5, the trend of the displacement synchronization error of two actuators was similar to that of
the speed synchronization error in Fig. 4, and the error value fluctuated regularly within ±0.5 mm.
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Compared two synchronization error curves mentioned above, there was a correlation. In other words,
in the single stroke of the actuators, the speed synchronization error and displacement synchronization
error both had an accumulation phenomenon, and the maximum error value appeared at the end of
the trip.

Figure 4: The speed synchronization error of the motors

Figure 5: The displacement synchronization error of the actuators
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Figure 6: Peak errors of the blade amplitude for a given range of time
In Fig. 6, the maximum amplitude error of the blade was 23 mm. The significant amplitude error
influences the accuracy of the fatigue loading test. So, the synchronous effect of the two actuators was
unsatisfactory in this control strategy, which led to the unstable amplitude of the blade. The accuracy
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and credibility of the fatigue test were reduced, thus, the synchronization of the two actuators needed
to be controlled accurately.
3 Design of Cross-Coupled Control Strategy

The fatigue test system of wind turbine blades driven by a dual-actuator needs the synchronous
loading of two actuators. However, the parameters of the two axes of the motors will be different
inevitably. Besides, the equipment working outdoors at high altitudes is vulnerable to severe weather
such as gale, rain, and snow, which makes it difficult for the two actuators to achieve satisfied
synchronization in displacement and speed. In this paper, a cross-coupling control strategy was
adopted to improve the synchronization of the two actuators by integrating two independent actuator
control systems into a closed-loop system. The basic principle is that the speed compensation value of
each actuator is calculated by the cross-coupling controller according to the actuators’ synchronization
error. Then the speed compensation value is added to the speed of each actuator to eliminate the
synchronization error of the dual actuators. However, due to the large disturbance of the dual-actuator
fatigue loading system and the contradiction between overshoot and fastness, the error curve would
appear larger overshoot and show obvious fluctuations if the cross-coupling controller was only used
under the premise of ensuring fastness. Hence, the Active Disturbance Rejection Control algorithm
(ADRC algorithm) was introduced into the cross-coupling control strategy, and the tracking accuracy
of the actuator was improved by the estimated disturbance function of the ADRC algorithm, which
reduces the influence of the disturbance on the synchronization and the overshoot of cross-coupling
control. The cross-coupling synchronization control strategy combined with the ADRC algorithm is
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: The synchronization control strategy of cross-coupling based on ADRC algorithm
In Fig. 7, ω is the given speed of the system, ω1 and ω2 are the tracking speed of the two actuators
respectively, iq1 and iq2 are the currents of two motors in q axis respectively, additionally, k1 and k2 are
the speed compensation gains of the two motors, respectively.
As can be seen from the cross-coupling control strategy shown in Fig. 7, to guarantee the
synchronization of two actuators, ω1 is required to be equal to ω2, which can be expressed as follows:
lim(ω1 − ω2 )
t→∞

where t is the time variable.

(1)
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Since the selected actuator motors were the synchronous motors in the same model and the same
batch, the two motors have similar performance and the values of k1 and k2 are almost the same.
4 Design of Active Disturbance Rejection Controller

The outputs of dual actuators followed the same input, and as a result, the synchronization error
of the dual actuators is closely related to the tracking error of the individual actuator. By improving the
tracking accuracy and stability of each actuator, the synchronization error of double actuators can be
reduced indirectly. In terms of this, two actuators are controlled by two independent active disturbance
rejection controllers designed to reduce the tracking error and enhance synchronization. The structure
of one active disturbance rejection controller is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: The structure of active disturbance rejection controller
In Fig. 8, ωk is the angular velocity of the motor after compensating by the cross-coupled controller, ωk1 and ωk2 are the tracking signals and the approximate differential signal of ωk , respectively,
and ωk1 = ωk2 . z1 and z2 are the estimated values of the motor angle and speed, respectively, and z3 is
the estimated value of the load disturbance. e1 and e2 are the estimated error values, where e1 = ωk1 −z1 ,
e2 = ωk2 − z2 . u0 is the error feedback control value, b is the compensation factor, and θ is the actual
turning angle of the motor. Since the design of the expansion state observer of the active disturbance
rejection controller involved the amplification of the control variables in the system model, the single
actuator system model was established firstly. The motor used vector control strategy as id = 0 so
that the current component in the d-axis is always equal to zero. As the viscous frictional force of the
system was ignored, the motor speed formula can be obtained as follows:
3pf
B
TL
iq − ωr −
= f (ωr , TL ) + biq
(2)
ω̇r =
2J
J
J
3pf
.
where, f (ωr , TL ) = − BJ ωr − TJL , b =
2J
From the formula (2) it could be seen that the single actuator system was a second-order system,
and the system model can be expressed as follows:
⎧
2
⎪
⎨y = θr tanα
(3)
θ̇ = ωr
⎪
⎩ω̇ = f
(ωr , TL ) + biq
r
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In Eqs. (2) and (3), iq is the current of q-axis, ωr is the mechanical angular velocity of the motor,
TL is the load torque of the motor, ψ f is the flux linkage of excitation winding, p is the pole pair of
the motor, B is the friction coefficient of the motor, J is the rotary inertia of the motor, θ is the shaft
angle of the motor, y is the actuator position; r is the screw radius and α is the screw lead angle.
The dual-actuator fatigue loading system used the inertial force generated by the sine acceleration
movement of the actuator as the exciting source to load the blade, which determined that the system
must have fastness to ensure the generation of the normative sinusoidal force. In order to solve the
contradiction between system speed and overshoot, speed ωk adjusted by the cross-coupling controller
was used as the input of the active disturbance rejection controller, and the transition process is as
follows:
⎧
⎪
⎨fh = fhan(ωk1 − ωk , ωk2 , r0 , h)
(4)
ωk1 = ωk1 + hωk2
⎪
⎩ω = ω + hfh
k2
k2
where, f han is the optimal control synthesis function and the specific expression is shown below:
⎧
d = λh, a0 = hx2 , y = x1 + a0
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
a
d(d + 8|y|)
⎪
1 =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
=
a
a
0 + sign(y)(a1 − d)/2
⎨ 2
sy = (sign (y + d)) − sign(y − d)/2
⎪
⎪
⎪sa = (sign (a + d)) − sign(a − d)/2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
a = (a0 + y − a2 ) sy + a2
⎪
⎪


⎩
fhan = −λ da − sign (a) sa − λsign(a)

(5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), r0 is the rapid factor that can adjust the trace speed and h is the sampling step.
In order to monitor the operating conditions of the actuator system, the following state observers
are established to track and estimate system state and disturbances with the θ and iq :
⎧
⎪
e = z1 − θ, fe = fal (e, 0.5, δ) , fe1 = fal(e, 0.5, δ)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨z1 = z1 + h(z2 − β01 e)
(6)
3p
⎪
z2 = z2 + h z3 − β02 fe + 2J f iq
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩z = z + h(−β fe )
3
3
03 1
In order to avoid the phenomenon of high-frequency flutter, the traditional power function is
changed to the continuous power function with a linear segment near the origin:
e
,
|e| ≤ δ
(7)
fal (e, a, δ) = δ a−1
a
|e| sign (e) , |e| ≤ δ
In Eqs. (6) and (7), δ is the length of the interval of the linear segment, and β 01 , β 02, and β 03 are the
adjustment parameters of the observer.
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Although the linear error feedback could adjust quickly, it still had a significant error. In order to
improve the feedback precision of the system, the feedback rules based on optimal control synthesis
function are adopted: linear error feedback can adjust quickly, but it still has a significant error.
e1 = iq1 − z1 , e2 = iq2 − z2
u0 = −fhan(e1 , ce2 , r1 , h1 )

(8)

where c is the coefficient of feedback control, r1 is the rapid factor that can adjust the trace speed and
h1 is the sampling step.
The error control value u0 is determined the result by the compensation of the disturbance estimate
z3 :
2Jz3 (t)
z3
(9)
3pf
From the design process of the active disturbance rejection controller, it could be seen that the
active disturbance rejection controller had the advantage of not relying on the exact mathematical
model. At the same time, the transition process was arranged, and the expansion state observer was
added, thus, the contradiction between the fastness and the overshoot could be solved. Moreover, the
internal and external disturbances of the system could be estimated in real-time and the compensation
could be performed, which improves the tracking precision and anti-jamming ability of the system.
u = uo −

5 On-Site Test Analysis

A blade LZ 5.0–62 was still taken as the test object to measure the synchronous exciting performance of dual actuators with an active disturbance rejection controller based on a cross-coupling
control strategy. The test equipment and setting values of actuators (period 1910 ms, amplitude
200 mm) were all the same as in the last experiment. The test parameters are shown in Table 1.
The parameters in the active disturbance rejection controller were selected empirically as follows:
h = 0.01, r0 = 2.0, δ = 0.01, β01 = 100, β02 = 300, β03 = 1000, r1 = 5, c = 0.3 and h1 = 0.03. The
two actuator controllers were identical.
The rotatory speeds of the two motors are shown in Fig. 9. It was clear that the speeds of
two motors could be better following the control signal and changing in sinusoidal law, and in the
amplification diagram between 2.2 s and 2.6 s, the speeds of the two motors were in a state of mutual
adjustment and almost had the same value. Fig. 10 illustrated the speed synchronization error of two
motors. The curve fluctuated near-zero value and the maximum speed synchronization error was less
than 16 RPM.
The displacement curves and the displacement synchronization error curve of the two actuators
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The amplitude error of the blades for a given range is shown
in Fig. 13.
In Fig. 11, the displacements of two actuators varied as sine curve approximately, and in the
amplification diagram between 2.6 s and 3.1 s, the displacements of two actuators were stable. In
Fig. 12, the maximum displacement synchronization error was less than 0.25 mm and was gradually
approaching zero after 4 s. In Fig. 13, all the upper and lower peak errors were less than 5 mm.
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The above test results showed that the speeds of motors and the displacements of actuators could
follow preferably the input signal. The synchronization errors of the speed of displacement decreased
obviously and the amplitude error of the blade was small under the control of the cross-coupling
strategy based on the ADRC algorithm compared to the virtual spindle control mode. Furthermore,
the accumulation phenomenon of synchronization errors of actuators disappeared.

Figure 9: The speeds curve of the motors

Figure 10: The speed synchronization error of motors
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Figure 11: The displacement curves of two actuators
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Figure 12: The synchronization error curves of the two actuators’ displacement
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Figure 13: Peak errors of the blade amplitude for a given range of time
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6 Conclusion

A fatigue test for wind turbine blades driven by dual-actuators was designed based on a crosscoupling control strategy integrating ADRC algorithm, conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1) When a fatigue test drive by dual-actuator was under the virtual spindle synchronous control
mode commonly applied in synchronous control, the synchronous effect of the two actuators was
undesirable.
2) When a fatigue test drive by dual-actuator was conducted in a cross-coupled control mode
based on the ADRC algorithm, the speeds of two motors and the displacements of two actuators
could be better following the control signal in sinusoidal law stably. The maximum displacement
synchronization error was approaching zero. The synchronous effect of the two actuators was
satisfactory.
3) The dual-actuator driving system can solve the problem of insufficient loading power of a longer
blade. Under the reasonable control method, the blade can meet the amplitude of the blade.
4) The results of the fatigue test proved that the dual-actuator loading system developed in this
article maintained the wind turbine blade’s amplitude error at less than 5 mm. Thus, an effective
dynamic test method for the fatigue test of a wind turbine blade was provided.
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